When people sense that another person tries to control their decisions, some people will act against the control, whereas others will not. This individual tendency to control-averse behavior can have far-reaching consequences, such as engagement in illegal activities or noncompliance with medical treatments. Although individual differences in control-averse behavior have been well documented in behavioral studies, their neurological basis is less well understood. Here, we use a neural trait approach to examine whether individual differences in control-averse behavior might be linked to stable brain-based characteristics.
approach to investigating neural traits has been the characterization of functionally interconnected brain networks at rest, so-called intrinsic connectivity networks (ICNs) (Biswal, Yetkin, Haughton, & Hyde, 1995; Markett, Montag, & Reuter, 2018; Seeley et al., 2007; Xiong, Parsons, Gao, & Fox, 1999) . ICNs are networks of remote brain regions that show a strong coupling of spontaneous fluctuations in the blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signal typically measured with resting state functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) (Gordon, Stollstorff, & Vaidya, 2012; Menon, 2011; Seeley et al., 2007; Van den Heuvel & Hulshoff Pol, 2010) . The major ICNs at rest correspond closely to functional networks during active tasks , implying that ICNs relate to "online" functioning that underlies central aspects of human behavior. Furthermore, the temporal and spatial signatures of ICNs have been shown to predict individual differences in behavior (Fox, Snyder, Vincent, & Raichle, 2007; Kelly, Uddin, Biswal, Castellanos, & Milham, 2008; Mennes et al., 2011; Seeley et al., 2007) . Importantly, ICNs are remarkably stable across time and samples (Biswal et al., 2010; Damoiseaux et al., 2006; Shehzad et al., 2009; Zuo et al., 2010) and can be used to distinguish between individual profiles (Finn et al., 2015; Tavor et al., 2016) . They therefore meet the criteria of stable brain-based characteristics that may help explain the neurobiological basis of the heterogeneity in social behavior, as formalized in the neural trait approach (Nash et al., 2015) .
Three ICNs are particularly relevant for the cognitive and emotional information processing underlying social behavior: the central executive network (CEN), the salience network (SN), and the default mode network (DMN) (Menon, 2011) . The CEN, also referred to as the frontoparietal network , consists primarily of nodes in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) and the lateral posterior parietal cortex (PPC) and has been associated with high-level cognitive functions such as planning, goal-directed decision making, and working memory (Menon, 2011; Seeley et al., 2007; White, Joseph, Francis, & Liddle, 2010; Yu et al., 2017) . The SN, also referred to as the cingulo-opercular network (Chen et al., 2013; Elton & Gao, 2014; Hahn et al., 2015) or the executive control network , is anchored in the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and the anterior insula and has been associated with the detection of and orientation to salient external stimuli as well as the autonomic integration of internal events (Menon, 2011; Seeley et al., 2007) .
Moreover, recent findings suggest that the SN may be responsible for switching between the engagement of the CEN and the DMN during events that require access to attention and working memory resources (Menon & Uddin, 2010; Sridharan, Levitin, & Menon, 2008) .
Lastly, the DMN has its most prominent nodes in the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) and the medial temporal lobes (Andrews-Hanna, Reidler, Sepulcre, Poulin, & Buckner, 2010; Greicius, Krasnow, Reiss, & Menon, 2003; Menon, 2011; Raichle et al., 2001 ) and has been associated with self-related cognitive activity, such as self-monitoring, and social cognition (Li, Mai, & Liu, 2014; Mars et al., 2012; Menon, 2011) . Although the DMN is the ICN that is predominantly associated with social cognitive functions, recent work has highlighted the roles of the SN and CEN in predicting reciprocal social behavior (Cáceda, James, Gutman, & Kilts, 2015) and tendencies for cooperative behavior (Hahn et al., 2015) . Similarly, control-averse behavior in social interactions relies on social cognitive functions and choosing between cooperative and noncompliant social behavior (Falk & Kosfeld, 2006; Rudorf et al., 2018) . Taken together, their contribution to these central aspects of human social behavior makes the CEN, SN, and DMN prime candidates for neural traits of control-averse behavior.
Here, we investigate the neural traits of control-averse behavior by combining a behavioral Control aversion task with independent resting state fMRI. In the Control aversion task, subjects make decisions that are either free or controlled by another person. In the Free condition, subjects can choose freely among a set of monetary allocations between themselves and the other person, ranging from selfish to more generous and fairer allocations. In the Controlled condition, the other person requests a minimal monetary return and thereby restricts the subjects' freedom of choice to the more generous and fairer allocations. The degree to which subjects allocate less money to the other person in the Controlled than in the Free condition measures their control-averse behavior. Crucially, the decisions are not hypothetical, but have real (monetary) consequences to both the subject as well as the other person. This feature ensures a high ecological validity of the measured control-averse behavior.
To assess the neural traits, we identify the CEN, SN, and DMN in resting state fMRI data using an independent component analysis (ICA). This approach has two advantages. First, ICNs measured by resting state fMRI instead of task-related fMRI are more robust to physiological noise and represent a reliable measurement of largescale brain networks (Bressler & Menon, 2010; Menon, 2011) . Second, in contrast to a seed-based analysis of connectivity with individual brain regions, the ICA allows us to investigate the dynamics of intrinsic brain networks at a larger scale (Van den Heuvel & Hulshoff Pol, 2010) . By applying the ICA to the resting state fMRI data, we separate the BOLD signal into 70 statistically independent components with unique, albeit not exclusive, spatial, and temporal patterns (Abou Elseoud et al., 2011; Laird et al., 2017; Menon, 2011; Ray et al., 2013) . Using a template matching procedure we then identify the CEN, SN, and DMN among the independent components (Shirer, Ryali, Rykhlevskaia, Menon, & Greicius, 2012; . We focus on the CEN, SN, and DMN due to their implications in social cognitive functions and social behavior (Cáceda et al., 2015; Hahn et al., 2015; Mars et al., 2012) , which make them likely candidates for neural traits of control-averse behavior in social interactions. The components that match visual, auditory and sensorimotor networks are omitted from the analysis, because we have no prior assumptions about their involvement in control-averse behavior. Finally, we test whether the spatial and temporal dynamics within and between the CEN, SN, and DMN can predict individual differences in controlaverse behavior.
| MATERIALS AND METHODS

| Participants
We recruited a total of 61 students from the University of Bern for participation in this study. All participants were right-handed, nonsmokers, and reported no history of psychological disorders, neurological, or cardiovascular diseases. We excluded students of psychology, economics and social sciences from participation to reduce the likelihood of prior knowledge of the concept of control aversion.
Data from 11 participants had to be excluded from the analysis due to excessive movements during the resting state fMRI scan (movement >1.5 mm, or rotation >1.5
). Data from the remaining 50 participants (28 female; mean, 22 AE 4 SD years) were included in the analysis. All participants received a compensation of CHF 50 (≈USD 50) for participation in the study in addition to the payoff from the task described below. The study was approved by the Bern Cantonal Ethics Commission and all participants gave informed, written consent.
| Control aversion task and behavioral data analysis
To measure each individual's level of control-averse behavior, we implemented a Control aversion task based on a principal-agent game previously used in behavioral economics (Falk & Kosfeld, 2006; Schmelz & Ziegelmeyer, 2015; Ziegelmeyer et al., 2012) . Subjects completed the task while they were lying in an MRI scanner as part of an omnibus project; the task-based fMRI data are reported elsewhere . In the Control aversion task, subjects are repeatedly asked to allocate money between themselves and an anonymous other person, called player A. Before a subject can make a decision, however, the player A chooses to either let the subject decide freely (Figure 1 ). In the Free condition, the subject has the choice between all five generosity levels. In the Controlled condition, the subject's choice is restricted to levels two to five, meaning that the most selfish option is ruled out. The monetary allocations are designed such that choosing a higher generosity level is associated with higher profits for player A, making it beneficial for player A, and relatively small costs for the subject. Concretely, with increasing generosity levels, the MUs for player A increase in larger increments from 1 to 80 MUs, whereas the MUs for the subject decrease in smaller increments from 99 to 80 MUs. Moreover, the highest level represents an equal allocation and the largest sum of MUs. These features were implemented to motivate subjects to choose a high level when they can decide freely and, hence, to create room for the choice of a lower level in the Controlled condition. The contrast between the two conditions has been shown to evoke control-averse behavior: a substantial share of subjects will allocate less money to the other person if the other person restricts the subject's choices than when the subject can decide freely (Falk & Kosfeld, 2006; Schmelz & Ziegelmeyer, 2015; Ziegelmeyer et al., 2012) . With regard to the Control aversion task, we define control-averse behavior as the difference between the chosen levels in the Free condition and the chosen levels in the behavior. Critically, subjects differ in whether and to which degree they display control-averse behavior. Whereas some subjects will always choose the lowest possible level, others will choose the same FIGURE 1 Control aversion task. At the beginning of each of 16 trials, the subject is reminded that a new player A is assigned. In the Free condition, the subject can choose freely among five levels of monetary allocations between herself and player A. In the Controlled condition, the player A requests a minimum of level two. After a delay of 3 s, a red selection frame appears around a random level and the subject selects a level by moving the frame and pressing an OK button. Interstimulus intervals were randomly jittered. RT, response time [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com] level in both conditions, and yet others will choose a lower level when they are controlled than when they can decide freely.
At the end of each trial, subjects are asked to rate their unhappiness, anger and feeling of being controlled on 5-point pictorial assessment scales ( Figure 2 ) (Bradley & Lang, 1994) . The feeling of being controlled scale was used as a manipulation check.
In total, subjects were presented with 16 anonymous players A's decisions from a pilot study, which were preselected to ensure an equal number of trials in the Free and in the Controlled condition, that is, eight trials per condition. Subjects were not aware of this preselection, but they were informed that the players A's decisions had been prerecorded for logistic reasons. Subjects were also informed that their choices in the task had real consequences in the sense that one trial would be randomly selected and paid out to themselves and the corresponding player A. Prior to performing the task, subjects read the instructions and were quizzed to ensure they had understood the task and its payoff scheme.
At the end of the task, one trial was randomly selected and the corresponding payoffs were converted into CHF (with 1 MU = CHF 0.20 ≈ USD 0.20). Based on the task, the subjects' received a mean CHF 17.50 AE 3.90 SD, and the players A received a mean CHF 10.70 AE 4.60 SD.
The behavioral data were analyzed using the Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox in MATLAB R2015b (The MathWorks,
Inc.). Because the behavioral data did not follow normal distributions
as assessed by Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests, paired samples were compared using Wilcoxon signed rank tests and correlations were assessed using Spearman's rho as well as robust regressions. For all robust regressions, the residuals were approximately normally distributed.
| MRI data acquisition
All MRI data were acquired on a Siemens Trio 3.0 Tesla whole-body scanner (Siemens, Erlangen) using a 32-channel head coil. The functional session started off with a localizer scan followed by a resting state fMRI sequence, during which subjects were instructed to lie as 
| Preprocessing
Preprocessing was implemented in the FMRIB Software Library (FSL) version 5.0.10 (Jenkinson, Beckmann, Behrens, Woolrich, & Smith, 2012) and ICA-AROMA (Pruim et al., 2015) . Prior to preprocessing, all images were skull-stripped using the brain extraction tool (BET) included in FSL (Smith, 2002) . The functional images were skullstripped using BET with the extension for four-dimensional images and a fractional intensity of 0.3. For the anatomical images, we first removed the neck information using the FSL function robustfov and then skull-stripped the images using BET with a fractional intensity of 0.3. All images were visually inspected to ensure optimal results.
Preprocessing of the functional images involved the following steps: (1) removal of the first 10 volumes, (2) motion correction using FMRIB's Linear Image Registration Tool (MCFLIRT) (Jenkinson, Bannister, Brady, & Smith, 2002) , (3) correction for interleaved slice acquisition times, (4) thresholding at 10% of the 98th percentile and maximum filtering of all voxels, (5) spatial smoothing with a 5 mm full width at half maximum Gaussian kernel using a 3D median filter and a brightness threshold of 0.75 * 50th percentile as implemented in SUSAN (Smith & Brady, 1997) , (6) intensity normalization, (7) independent component analysis-based automatic removal of motion artifacts (ICA-AROMA) (Pruim et al., 2015) , (8) Trial-by-trial affect ratings. At the end of each trial, subjects rated their unhappiness, anger and feeling of being controlled on 5-point pictorial assessment scales (Bradley & Lang, 1994) . The interstimulus intervals were randomly jittered. RT, response time [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com] (Jenkinson et al., 2002; Jenkinson & Smith, 2001) , refinement of the registration with a warp resolution of 10 mm in FMRIB's Nonlinear Image Registration Tool (FNIRT) (Andersson, Jenkinson, & Smith, 2007) , and finally application of the resulting registration matrices to normalize the functional data. Ray et al., 2013 ). An automatic estimation of the components yielded 263 independent components, which represented small voxel clusters rather than the large-scale
ICNs that we were interested in. Next, inference on the estimated components was carried out using a mixture model and an alternative hypothesis testing approach with a threshold level of 0.5, which assumes an equal loss on false-positives and false-negatives (Beckmann, DeLuca, Devlin, & Smith, 2005) . This resulted in spatial probability maps indicating, for each voxel, the probability that the voxel intensity exceeds the probability of being background noise. To classify the components into signal versus artifactual noise, we inspected the spatial probability maps visually using the criteria described in Kelly et al. (2010) . This way, we classified 26 components as artifactual noise or cerebellar components (Supporting Information Materials S4). The remaining 44 components were classified as signal and entered into the template matching procedure described in the next section.
Next, we derived subject-specific versions of the spatial probability maps from the group-ICA and the associated time courses using a dual-stage regression Filippini et al., 2009) . In stage one, the group-ICA spatial maps were regressed into each subject's series of functional images to give a set of time courses. In stage two, these time courses were normalized and then regressed into the same series of functional images to estimate a subject-specific set of spatial maps. Each spatial map reflects both the shape and the amplitude of the intrinsic connectivity within a component.
| Template matching procedure and computation of between-component interactions
To identify the components that best match the CEN, the SN, and the DMN, respectively, we applied a template matching procedure. Using We considered all components that showed a spatial correlation of r ≥ .10 with at least one of the templates. In cases of discrepancy between the two templates, visual inspection was used to find the best match.
Additionally, the spatial matching was compared with temporal interactions between the components. To this end, we computed a matrix of cross-correlations of the components' time courses for each subject using the FSLNets v0.5 package (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/ fslwiki/FSLNets) run inside MATLAB R2015b (The MathWorks, Inc.).
Specifically, we computed the z-transformed Pearson correlations of each pair of the subject-specific components' time courses to obtain between-component interactions. For each interaction, a one-sample t-test was computed that tested for deviations from zero at the group level. The matrix of z-transformed t-statistics of the betweencomponent interactions is illustrated in Figure 3 .
Integrating the results of the spatial and temporal cross-correla- similarities with the DMN components 5 and 6 (Figure 3) , and therefore both components were matched with the DMN.
| Resting state fMRI data analysis
To test whether the intrinsic connectivity within the CEN, the SN or the DMN can explain individual differences in control-averse behavior, we applied general linear models using nonparametric permutation inference as implemented in the FSL function randomise (Winkler, Ridgway, Webster, Smith, & Nichols, 2014) 3 | RESULTS
| Behavior
First of all we assessed the subjects' individual levels of control-averse behavior by comparing their choices in two experimental conditions.
In the Free condition, subjects could choose freely among five levels of monetary allocations between themselves and another person, whereas in the Controlled condition, the other person requested a minimal monetary allocation of level two and thereby restricted the subjects' choices to more generous and fairer allocations. A Results from the group-ICA are shown, thresholded at Z ≥ 4 and cluster size >20. IC = independent component; dlPFC = dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; MFG = middle frontal gyrus; SPL = superior parietal lobule; IPL = inferior parietal lobule; SFG = superior frontal gyrus; OFC = orbitofrontal cortex; dmPFC = dorsomedial prefrontal cortex; mPFC = medial prefrontal cortex; PCC = posterior cingulate cortex; ACC = anterior cingulate cortex; IFG = inferior frontal gyrus.
manipulation check confirmed that subjects indeed felt more controlled in the Controlled condition than in the Free condition as assessed by trial-by-trial affect ratings (p < .001, Table 2 ). Subjects also reported feeling unhappier and angrier in the Controlled than in the Free condition (p < .001, Figure 7 ). This statistical test was corrected for a bottom effect, following the procedure by Falk and Kosfeld (2006) .
To verify that the behavior was not affected by the scanner environment, we compared the behavioral results with data from a behavioral study with N = 42 subjects (26 female; mean 22 AE SD 4 years) in a computer laboratory. The comparison confirmed that the behavior subjects displayed in the resting state fMRI study was remarkably similar to the behavior subjects showed in the behavioral study (see Sup- porting Information Materials S1-S3). 
| Functional connectivity within the SN predicts control-averse behavior
The first aim of the resting state fMRI analysis was to test whether the intrinsic dynamics within the CEN, the SN, and the DMN can predict individual differences in control-averse behavior. First of all we identified the components that best matched the CEN, the SN, and the DMN using a template matching procedure (Figures 3, 4 , 5 and 6, Table 1 ). We then computed, for each subject and each component, spatial probability maps that indicate the voxel-wise amplitude of the intrinsic connectivity within the respective component. These spatial probability maps were then entered into regression analyses with nonparametric permutation inference using TFCE.
The regression analyses revealed that the functional connectivity within the SN component 15, specifically in the dorsal ACC, correlates positively with the individual level of control-averse behavior (peak MNI coordinates [−2, 26, 46] , cluster size = 2,994 voxels, peak p FWE < .001, FWE-corrected for multiple comparisons across space using TFCE; Figure 8 ). The results remained robust after exclusion of three outliers with a functional connectivity greater than 2 SD from the Sample size N = 50 subjects. 
| Association of control-averse behavior and between-component interactions
| DISCUSSION
This study investigated whether individual differences in controlaverse behavior could be explained by stable characteristics of three core intrinsic brain networks at rest, the CEN, the SN and the DMN.
We found that the functional connectivity within the SN positively predicted individual control-averse behavior. Specifically, subjects with a more prominent connectivity hub in the dorsal ACC showed greater levels of control-averse behavior. Interestingly, this result was specific to the SN and was not found in the CEN or DMN.
Control-averse behavior is a ubiquitous phenomenon that affects social interactions in many domains of our society. When people sense that their freedom of choice is restricted, some people will comply, but others will act against the restriction. The fact that people differ in their degree of control-averse behavior has been described in previous studies. Yet, the neurobiological basis of individual differences in control-averse behavior has not been fully elucidated. To illuminate this issue, we assessed control-averse behavior in a decision making task with real (monetary) consequences. This feature helps to overcome limitations that would be associated with self-reports, such as the need for introspection or the proneness to cognitive biases and social desirability effects, and it therefore ensures a higher ecological validity. Moreover, it could be argued that actual decisions are more informative of subjects' preferences than subjects' reflections on their past behavior or their imagination of hypothetical scenarios. Using this ecologically valid measurement of control-averse behavior, we were able to identify a possible source of the heterogeneity in controlaverse behavior in the intrinsic neural dynamics of the SN.
The SN has been associated with the stable maintenance of cognitive task sets and thereby the display of stable preferences over an entire task (Dosenbach et al., 2006 (Dosenbach et al., , 2007 . In line with this argument, our data suggest that the intrinsic connectivity within the SN reflects a brain characteristic that determines the individual preference for control-averse behavior. Moreover, the SN is a key network in the detection of and attention reorientation to salient external and internal stimuli (Menon, 2011; Seeley et al., 2007) . Further, the SN, but not the CEN or DMN, has been shown to uniquely decode individual behavioral tendencies for cooperation (Hahn et al., 2015) , a central human social behavior that requires attending to own-and otherrelated benefits. Complementing this research, we find that connectivity within the SN, as opposed to the CEN or DMN, is associated with individual control-averse behavior in a task that involves attending to and weighing the own and another person's profit. Considering its key role in responses to salient stimuli, a stronger connectivity of the dorsal ACC within the SN could imply an increased individual propensity to assign saliency to the exogenous control of one's choices and thus to react to the control.
Corroborating the role of the ACC and the insula in salience processing, both regions are also considered central nodes in a neural network that is anchored around the amygdala and responds to aversive stimuli. This aversion network has been shown to mediate both the passive perception of as well as the more complex cognitive or behavioral responses to aversive stimuli (Bickart, Hollenbeck, Barrett, & Dickerson, 2012; Hayes & Northoff, 2011) . Activation in the dorsal ACC, in particular, has been shown to increase during social distress (Eisenberger, Lieberman, & Williams, 2003) , supporting the involvement of the dorsal ACC in responses to aversive social events.
Our findings extend this research by linking the individual response to the aversive social event of being controlled by another person to the intrinsic connectivity centered on the dorsal ACC.
Furthermore, the SN has been shown to play a critical role in switching between the engagement of the CEN and the DMN in resting state fMRI and cognitive tasks (Bressler & Menon, 2010; Goulden et al., 2014; Menon & Uddin, 2010; Sridharan et al., 2008) . Whereas an engagement of the CEN might facilitate goal-directed behavior (Menon, 2011; Seeley et al., 2007) , an engagement of the DMN might facilitate self-related and social thoughts (Li et al., 2014; Mars et al., 2012; Menon, 2011) . Although the neural capacity to balance goaldirected behavior and social thoughts seems relevant to controlaverse behavior, we did not find a correlation between the SN and the CEN or DMN that significantly corresponded to the individual level of control-averse behavior. At an uncorrected statistical threshold, however, we found a negative association between controlaverse behavior and the intrinsic connectivity between the SN and Interactions between the SN and the CEN correlate negatively with control-averse behavior. Left, spatial probability maps of the components. Right, the graph shows the z-transformed coefficient of the subject-wise correlations between the indicated components, plotted against the individual level of control-averse behavior. The regression line was estimated using robust regression. Observations are jittered along the x-axis to reduce overlap for visualization. SN, salience network; CEN, central executive network; IC, independent component [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com] the CEN. Albeit nonsignificant, this association is in line with a recent finding that a decreased intrinsic connectivity between the SN and the CEN is associated with less generous choices in a trust game (Cáceda et al., 2015) . The finding also links the resting state fMRI data to the task-related fMRI data, which revealed an association between the individual level of control-averse behavior and an increased functional connectivity between two core regions of the CEN, the inferior parietal lobule and the dlPFC, in the Controlled as opposed to the Free condition . Similar to the resting state fMRI data, the intrinsic connectivity between these two CEN nodes, that is, the residual functional connectivity after controlling for the events of the task, did not predict control-averse behavior. Although ICNs at rest have been shown to correspond well with ICNs during tasks , they also display lower global efficiency and higher modularity compared with task-related coactivation networks (Di, Gohel, Kim, & Biswal, 2013; Kitzbichler, Henson, Smith, Nathan, & Bullmore, 2011) , suggesting an energy-saving reduction of global information transmission and between network integrations during rest (Bullmore & Sporns, 2012) . To further investigate this issue, future studies could test specifically whether changes in betweennetwork integrations of the SN and CEN during rest compared with task demands might contribute to the individual differences in control-averse behavior, for example, by using effective connectivity or graph theoretical analyses.
By assessing the intrinsic neural connectivity at rest, the current study has identified a neural trait underlying control-averse behavior, that is, an objective, task-independent neural measurement that is stable across time and capable of differentiating between individuals, similar to a neural fingerprint (Finn et al., 2015; Nash et al., 2015) . The evidence for a neural trait underlying control-averse behavior complements previous work that has described individual differences in control aversion at the behavioral level (Falk & Kosfeld, 2006; Schmelz & Ziegelmeyer, 2015; Ziegelmeyer et al., 2012) . A more thorough understanding of the association between neural traits and control-averse behavior not only adds to a more comprehensive model of control aversion, but could also be applied to the clinical context. For example, if assessing patients' neural traits could help identifying candidates for control-averse behavior, treatment plans could be adapted accordingly to increase the patients' compliance to the treatment and thereby the treatment's overall efficiency. One great advantage of resting state fMRI is that a short resting state scan is much more feasible in the daily clinical routine than a more complex task-based fMRI procedure (Finn et al., 2015) .
| CONCLUSION
Using a data-driven ICA approach, this study has identified a new link between the intrinsic functional brain organization and a ubiquitous social phenomenon, control-averse behavior. In particular, our findings suggest that the heterogeneity in control-averse behavior might originate in distinct patterns of connectivity centered on the salience network (SN). These findings therefore provide the first evidence of a neural trait of control-averse behavior.
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